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I. THE PROVINCIAL ENVIRONMENT
The Wise man does no wrong in
changing his habits with the times.
-Dio ysius Cato,
Disticha de Moribus
Bk. I, No. 7.
Colonial America was not the Utopian haven sought after by
so many discontented Europeans, but rather an uncultivated expanse,
inhabited by hostile Indians, who resented the influx of the white
man on their sovereign domain. Those who regarded American
colonization as primarily a financial venture were soon disappointed,
for no gold was discovered; the revenue derived from trade was
insignificant and the actual money invested by various stock com-
panies earned no interest and returned but little of the original
principal.
The task that faced the colonist was extremely difficult, and its
successful completion required the utmost physical fortitude. But
the Pilgrim Fathers were inured to toil, for during their twelve-year
sojourn in Holland they had been excluded from the more remuner-
ative trades by the Dutch craft guilds and hadbeen forced to perform
heavy manual labor for from twelve to fifteen hours a day. Indeed,
it was only through actual drudgery that the early settlers were able
to establish a foothold on this continent 3000 miles away from
their base of supply. It was in this rugged environment that the
medical pioneers first began to practice.
One hundred and two separatists, now become the Pilgrim
Fathers of history, arrived at Plymouth in 1620. They were fol-
lowed ten years later by a much larger group under John Win-
throp, and each succeeding year brought a greater number of
immigrants to the New England shores. These settlers, in contrast
to the settlers of Virginia, organized themselves into small town
units built around a common green and supported by the farming
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from the outlying districts. It was tangible circumstances, rather
than a difference in the motives of the London speculators who
advanced the capital, which accounted for the contrast between the
Northern and Southern Colonies. The climate, the quality of the
soil, and the great wealth of fish in the North prevented the estab-
lishment of the plantation system. In place of a single staple crop
upon which a fortune could be made, there was intensive cultiva-
tion of diversified crops.
The entire social structure of the New England Colonies was
based on the town. It was considered a political entity, a land-hold-
ing group, and a religious body. In both Massachusetts and Con-
necticut it was felt that the local church and state were closely bound
together. Tolerance found no place in this Congregational system,
for it was the firm conviction of the early Puritans that the only
true basis for life was to be found in the divine law as expressed in
the Old Testament, and that all forms of human law must rest on
thatbasis.
Each town constituted a relatively independent and self-sufficient
community. Each possessed a local mill, supplied by wheat from
the nearby farms. The church, the school and the courthouse formed
the intellectual center. The town was compact, to a degree refined,
and it was well governed for the law was diligently executed. On
Sundays the entire group convened for worship with a willing mind
and not in a perfunctory spirit. In addition, there were house-
raisings when neighbors assembled to put together the timbers of a
new dwelling, and house-warmings to celebrate its completion.
There were training days, election days, and, in the autumn, husking
days. That New England was a frontier land far removed from
the older civilizations did not materially alter the gregarious nature
of its inhabitants.
The people, in general, were thrifty, sober-minded, hard-work-
ing, and God-fearing individuals. In their provincial environment
there was a great need for cooperation and mutual dependence. It
was through this cooperative action that the emigrants were to adapt
their English institutions to the development of New England's
resources. The local craftsman and artisan each performed his des-
ignated duties within the group. What then was the status assumed
by the doctor in the closely knit society of seventeenth century New
England?
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The difficult New England existence offered to a successful Eng-
lish practitioner little inducement to abandon his more abundant
life for the struggle in the newly discovered and uncultivated wil-
derness. In general, therefore, a lower standard of practice pre-
vailed in the Colonies than in England. Indeed, the migration
of any people to a barren frontier with insufficient equipment inevi-
tably leads to a decline in their culture. The pioneer, far removed
from the great centers of learning and preoccupied with the physical
mastery of his environment, is afforded little time for leisure and
study. Progress along scientific lines was to be a characteristic of
a later age.
Medicine in this period was not regarded as a profession
in itself, but rather an avocation, a secondary endeavor. The
position of the physician in the early part of the century was, in
many instances, relegated to the preacher, the one man who could
devote sufficient time to intellectual pursuits. This linking of the
two professions Cotton Mather terms the "Angelic Conjunction"
which he explains was not an innovation, but merely a return to
an earlier form for "it is well known that, until two hundred
years ago, physick in England was no profession distinct from
divinity."' This union was reborn in America due to the lack of
educational facilities for the study of science, and also to the insuf-
ficient income derived from the practice of medicine. All of the
outstanding practitioners had to turn to some supplementary source
of income as a means of support. This plight is well illustrated
in a letter from Giles Firmin, one of the first physicians of Massa-
chusetts, a man educated at the University of Cambridge and
learned in the practice of medicine. He writes to John Winthrop
in 1639 that he was forced to turn to theology for a livelihood,
"for physick is but a meene helpe".2
A great majority of the doctors were supported by public funds
which they received in payment for their services as clergymen,
teachers, or government officials. In addition, there were a scat-
tered few who earned their livelihood through farming, real estate,
or through the sale of merchandise. The physician as a separate
entity was indeed rare.
' Cotton Mather: Magnalia Christi Americana, (Hartford, 1855) vol. I, Bk. III,
Chap. XXIII, p. 475.
2 Hutchinson's Collection of Original Papers, (Boston, 1796) p. 109.
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II. EDUCATION
Education was an ornament in prosperity
and a refuge in adversity.
-Diogenes Laertius,
Aristotle II.
There was no absolute standard to regulate the practices of
the early American physicians. Their methods of treatment dif-
fered, and the degree of success which they achieved was often
governed by the quality of their medical education. This factor
was dependent upon both the source of the doctor's training and
the authenticity of his information when judged in the light of
contemporary English practice. The authenticity of the material
was, in turn, regulated by the mode of its transference from the
continent to the colonies. This transference underwent a long
and slow process of evolution which may, for the colonial period,
be divided into three major phases. The first was the migration
of the European trained physician to the pioneer community. The
second, and by far the most important, was the private instruction
given by the physicians who were among the first settlers to the
youth of the second generation. They, in turn, educated their
successors, a process which continued for over two hundred years.
The third mode, least important in the early period, was the
education of the young Americans who went abroad to study.
Many of the early physicians who migrated to America pos-
sessed an adequate medical background. Men such as Giles Fir-
min, John Clarke, John Winthrop Jr., Peter Bulkley, and John
Eliot were all well educated at European universities and were
acquainted with the medical teachings presented in seventeenth-
century England.
The question then arises as to what theories actually constituted
the European background for American medicine. What doc-
trines and other practices were the colonists likely to bring with
them?
European medicine was undergoing a great reformation during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In the sixteenth century
anatomy and surgery made considerable progress under men such
as Vesalius, Pare, Fallopius, and Fabricus. The seventeenth cen-
tury was marked by a great increase in scientific research which
resulted in startling new discoveries. While Massachusetts was
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still in its birth throes, Harvey, in 1628, published his revealing
work De Motu Cordis, and that very same year the great Italian
scientist Marcello Malpighi was born. It was he who later com-
pleted and condusively proved Harvey's theory of the circulation
of the blood by actually seeing the capillaries which Harvey knew
to be present.! During this period Thomas Sydenham, in Lon-
don, the father of rational medicine, was inculcating in his fol-
lowers a zeal for keen observation of facts and proper interpretation
of symptoms. He led a movement toward a more practical
medicine which was to be based on observation rather than ancient
dogma.2
Unfortunately, however, these new theories were slow in over-
coming the inertia of classical antiquity. Two well-entrenched
schools of medical thought still prevailed in the Old World. The
first held to the Galenic theory based, to a large extent, on the
work of Aristotle. It stated that the body consisted of four ele-
ments: earth, air, fire, and water; and it contained four humours:
bile, blood, black bile, and phlegm. Disease was believed to be
caused by an excess of one or another of these humours, or from
a humour being too hot or too cold. In addition to the humours
and solids there were three spirits. The first, originating as a
natural spirit in the liver, was carried to the heart, where it united
with air to form vital spirits. These, in turn, were sent through
the arteries to the head where they were elaborated into animal
spirits. This fantastic doctrine is the basis upon which all Galenic
physiological theories are founded. If the body was to be kept
in a healthy condition the proper balance between its constituent
elements had to be maintained. When disease arose from exces-
sive temperature it was to be cured by cooling remedies; if the
symptoms indicated dryness the cure was to be found in a regu-
lated dose of fluid. The means the Galenist employed were diet
control, vegetable remedies, and the frequent use of the lancet as
a blood-letting instrument. Every vegetable was classified accord-
ing to its properties in relation to the four humours, and in four
varying degrees. Thus, chicory was classed as cold in the fourth
degree and pepper as hot in the fourth degree, endive as cold and
1 Charles Dana: The Peaks of Medical History, (New York, 1936) pp. 69-71.
2 Gabriel Seelig: Medicine, An Historical outline, (Baltimore, 1925) p. 119.
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dry in the second. The common phrase "as cool as a cucumber"
originated from the early Galenic classification of the vegetable.'
How simple and naive the theory seems! Yet for fifteen
centuries the medical practice was to be guided by the fetish wor-
ship of this ancient authority, Galen, who, although a man of
learning, was too fond of speculative thought as-opposed to scien-
tific experimentation. His doctrine, however, was so firmly
entrenched in the belief of the period that when Harvey's theory
of the circulation of the blood was proved beyond doubt, some con-
temporary physicians, rather than discredit their infallible prophet,
merely stated that the human anatomy had been completely re-
arranged since Galen's time.
An even more primitive idea known as the Theory of Signa-
tures was transplanted to America with the landing of the first
settlers. This notion, originally discovered as a folk belief, was
revived and given new impetus by Paracelsus of the sixteenth-
century German School. Its widespread acceptance was due to
the fact that its mystic and supernatural aspects impressed the sus-
ceptible imagination of the age.
This school of thought deemed the universe a complete organic
unit in which plants and minerals were to be used to cure sickness.
A definite relationship was believed to exist between the illness
and the remedy. The correct drug was thought to be indicated
by some fanciful resemblance to the disease, as trefoil for heart
disease, thistle for a stitch in the side, walnut shells for head
injuries, topaz for jaundice, and so forth. Thus the world was
a cosmic pharmacy in which God had labeled each substance to
indicate the disease for which it was to be used. This curious
theory of medicine gave rise to the alchemists and, later, to the
chemists.2 It became very popular in Colonial America due to
the wealth of plants and flowers and their new application in the
treatment of disease.
The study of medicine was not, however, limited to the prin-
ciples laid down by Galen and Paracelsus, for the young doctors
were acquainted with Pare's new surgical techniques, Vesalius's
comprehensive dissertation on anatomy (1543), Glauber's treatise
on Chemistry, and Harvey's De Motu Cordis. In addition,
they were familiar with the course and rudimentary treatment of
'Oliver Wendell Holmes: Medical Essays, (Riverside Edition, Boston, 1911)
IX, p. 318.
2 Scott Buchanan: The Doctrine of Signatures, (New York, 1938).
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the various epidemic diseases which swept over Europe, such as
syphilis, typhus fever, small pox, and the plague.
The first generation of clergymen and physicians steeped in
this traditional European theory and technique were as well suited
to practice medicine as were the majority of their English contem-
poraries. With the passing of these men the character of colonial
medicine changed. The formal education which they received
abroad was replaced by the apprentice system in the Colonies.
This frontier mode of instruction tended to produce a more prac-
tical medicine based on trial and error rather than upon theoretical
speculation.
The apprentice system emphasized the family connection in
the practice of medicine. Not only did the sons of the first doc-
tors follow in their father's footsteps, but a careful inspection of
the records reveals that usually the family's contact with the
profession remained unbroken after its establishment. Of the
numerous examples perhaps the most outstanding is the Clarke
family which maintained a succession of no less than seven Dr.
John Clarkes in the Colonial period. The members of the suc-
ceeding generations often obtained a good liberal education at
Harvard, but the physical facilities for teaching medicine were
non-existent. The embryo physician whose father was not a pro-
fessional man often bound himself by indentures to some doctor
of repute, and he was expected to gather his knowledge by follow-
ing the practice of his master. In this method of teaching the
personal element was so pronounced that *everything depended
upon the preceptor, save what natural talent and industry might
accomplish. Apprenticeship, in conjunction with the knowledge
garnered from the few existing libraries, was the only training
received by the great majority of the early practitioners.
This type of training, an early adaptation, was instituted with
the first settlement of the Colonies. The earliest actual record
is to be found in the first letter of instruction sent to Governor
Endicott of Massachusetts Bay Colony, dated April 17, 1629.'
It mentions that Lambert Wilson, a chirurgeon, was hired to serve
in the capacity of physician to the colony and the neighboring
Indians for three years and "Moreover, he is to educate and to
instruct in his art one or more youths, such as you and the said
Councell shall appoint, that may bee helpfull to him, and if occa-
I Joseph B. Felt: Ann. Salem, I, p. 85.
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sion serve, succeed him in the Plantacon, which youth or youths fitt
to learne that profession, lett bee placed with him." The Governor
then suggests that Mr. Higginson's son is a very desirable candidate
for "he hath bin trayned vp in litterature." Reverend John Hig-
ginson, the promising youth in question, then a boy of thirteen, lived
to be ninety-four years old, and he is regarded as one of the out-
standing figures in the early history of Salem. That there is no
record of him as a physician may be attributed to the fact that Lam-
bert Wilson deserted the Colony a little over a year after his arrival.
The apprentice system, as employed in the Colonies, left the
practice of medicine open to rather easy entrance and yet it seems
to have worked out better than would be expected. Perhaps this
is due to the clinical nature of the teaching, a method, incidentally,
little used in England until the advent of Sydenham. The doc-
trines of Galen and Paracelsus were modified by the observance of
practical treatment. The student made the rounds with his master,
he watched the treatment administered, and he busied himself by
gathering the herbs and preparingthe drugs. Although his knowl-
edge of theory was scant, his bedside manner was relatively
proficient.
Oliver Wendell Holmes gives us a picturesque account of the
early preacher-physician, Giles Firmin, making his rounds in
Ipswich with his newly acquired student, Luke.' In the first house
they come to a big fellow is screaming with pain. The timid youth
whispers, "He will die, Master, of a surety, methinks," but Firmin
is sure he will recover for " 't is but a dry belly-ache," as the man
does not have "the pulse of them with fevers... We will steep
certain comforting herbs which I will shew thee, and put them
in a bag and lay them on his belly. Likewise he shall have my
cordial julep with a portion of this confection which ... hath juice
of poppy in it, and is a great stayer of anguish. This fellow
is at his prayers to-day, but I warrant thee he shall be swearing
with the best of them to-morrow."
The pair then jog along to the next house where they find a
young girl afflicted with tuberculosis. Luke is confident that she
will recover soon because she has rosy cheeks and bright eyes. But
the wise master points out that the "redness of the cheek is but
the sign of the fever, ... and that shining of the eyes is but a sickly
1 Oliver Wendell Holmes: Medical Essays, IX, pp. 281-83.
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glazing, and they which do every day get better and likewise thin-
ner and weaker shall find that way leadeth to the church-yard
gate." This girl "is not long for earth-but she knoweth it not,
and still hopeth."
The inquisitive youth then asks why he, Firmin, prescribed
treatment if he knew she were going to die. The doctor very
simply states "Thou shalt learn, boy, that they which are sick
must have somewhat wherewith to busy their thoughts." This
practical type of instruction constituted the medical education of all
the seventeenth-century native-born American doctors. It was the
system upon which the medical practice was founded, and it lasted
well into the nineteenth century.
To be sure, there were those who went abroad to study and
receive their medical degrees from European universities. Curi-
ously enough, however, of the eight men who left the Colonies dur-
ing the seventeenth century only one, as far as I can ascertain,
returned. He was Leonard Hoar, whose appointment as President
of Harvard permitted him no time to practice medicine.
Following the very first commencement exercises at Harvard
in 1642 two of the nine graduates, both members of prominent
Massachusetts families, ventured abroad to study medicine. The
first, Samuel Bellingham, son of the Governor, went to Leyden
where he received his degree of Doctor of Medicine in 1649.
There is no record of his activity prior to a letter dated 1673
addressed from London to his attorney in Boston regarding the
settlement of his father's will.' In 1695 he was married in Lon-
don, and the last report of him is written there three years later,
noting that he had received the news of his wife's death in a ship-
wreck off the coast of Ireland. He apparently never came back
to the Colonies. His classmate, Henry Saltonstall, likewise went
to Europe to receive his degree from the University at Padua, and
is recorded in the "Fasti-Oxenien" which contains this notice:
"1652, June 24 Henry Saltonstall, a knight's son, fellow of New
College, by the favor of the visitors and doctors of physick of Padnia
was by them incorporated ... The said degree he took at Padua in
October 1649."2 As there is no record of his return to this country,
it may be assumed that he too remained in Europe.
1 Publ. Colonial Soc. Mass., XII, p. 114.
2Sibley: Harvard Graduates, (Cambridge, 1873) 1, p. 67.
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Likewise John Glover of the class of 1650 went abroad and
received his degree, as is evidenced by a letter from London dated
March 5, 1655, and written to his brother-in-law in which he states,
"I have taken my degree of Dr. of Physic in Scotland" (probably
Aberdeen). In a later communication we learn of his death in
London in 1668.1 His classmate, Leonard Hoar, the third Presi-
dent of Harvard, was graduated from that school in 1650 and left
for England in 1653. It is not until 1671 that he received the
degree of "Doctor of Physic" from Cambridge University. He
returned to America in 1672 and preached as assistant to Rev.
Thomas Thacher. In a very short time his "invitation to ascend
to the presidency of Harvard superseded those from the church
in Boston and he was elected by the fellows and overseers on July
13, 1672."2 He was, however, in constant conflict with his asso-
ciates-a factor which forced him to resign as early as 1675. He
died in that same year and the only reference to medicine which
has been discovered among his records is found in his will which
states, "My medical writings to my wife's custody, till some of my
kindred addicted to those studies shall desire them."3
The following year two more Harvard men, members of the
class of 1651, went abroad, practiced medicine, and never returned
to America. They were Isaac and Ichabod Chauncey, sons of the
famous President of Harvard College (1654-1672) and a prac-
ticing medical man at Scituate from 1638-1654. Although there
is no actual record of either of the brothers receiving his M.D.
degree, both are referred to as "London physicians of good note."4
The last of the Harvard graduates to go to England during the
seventeenth century was Edmund Davis, Harvard 1674. Savage
says there is no record of him other than his receipt of an M.D.
degree from Padua and the knowledge of his death abroad prior
to 1698.
Thus New England gained very little from its sons who received
their medical education at foreign universities. This custom is,
indeed, a sad commentary on the state of early colonial medicine.
It is likely that once these men acquainted themselves with polite
English society, there was little inducement to return to the more
'Sibley: Harvard Graduates, I, p. 210.
2 Samuel Sewall to his son, New England Hist. & Geneal. Reg., I, p. 112.
3 Sibley: Harvard Graduates, I, p. 248.
4 J. Savage: Geneal. Diet., (Boston, 1860) II, p. 368.
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rugged environment of New England. At this early date the
practice of medicine was undoubtedly a more remunerative and
less rigorous task in London than in Boston.
Due to the obvious advantage of an American medical school
with its more readily accessible facilities, a movement was started
toward organized medical training and it culminated in the found-
ing of Harvard Medical School in 1782. Its beginnings may be
traced to a letter by the Apostle Eliot dated September 24, 1647,
in which he writes to Mr. Shepard, the minister of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and expresses his desire that "Our young Students
in Physick may be trained up better than yett they bee, who have
onely theoreticall knowledge, and are forced to fall to practise
before ever they saw an Anatomy made, or duely trained up in
making experiments, for we never had but one Anatomy in the
Countrey, which Mr. Giles Firman (now in England) did make
and read upon very well, but no more of that now."' This letter
seems to have aroused interest in the subject, for the recommenda-
tion is made at a session of the General Court October 27, 1647, a
few weeks after Eliot's letter, that "We conceive it very necessary
that such as studies physicke and chirurgery may have liberty to
reade anatomy2 and to anatomize once in four years some malefac-
tor, in case there be such as the courte shall allow of."3
From the context of the court order, it seems to indicate the
meaning of anatomy as a dissection, rather than a skeleton. If this
assumption is correct in Eliot's letter, the date of the first autopsy
performed in this country may be advanced from the "openinge
Kellie's child"4 by Bryan Rossiter in 1662 to the "Anatomy...
which Mr. Giles Firman ... did make"5 in the 1640's. There are
1 Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3rd series, IV, p. 57.
2The meaning of the word anatomy as used in these tracts is very interesting.
Dr. Francis Packard in his History of Medicine in the United States says, "a
skeleton was formerly called an anatomy, hence it would appear that demonstrations
of the bones were made by Firmin." In the Oxford Dictionary, however, there
are reveral other definitions of the word anatomy: 1. The artificial separation of the
parts of an organized body, in order to discover their position, structure, and
economy; dissection. 2. (obsolete after 1751) A body or part anatomized; a
subject for dissection. 3. A model of the body as dissected. 4. A skeleton with
the skin left.
3 Mass. Colony Rec., II, p. 201.
4 Walter R. Steiner: Early Autopsies in the United States. Johns Hopkins
Hosp. Bull., XIV, p. 201.
5 Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 3rd series, IV, p. 57.
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no further records to show whether or not any action was taken to
carry out the proposed plan for the proper training of students.
In 1714 an enterprising banking house offered to set up an
endowment fund for a medical professorship. Article 19 in this
booklet entitled "A projection for erecting a Bank of Credit in
Boston, New England, Founded on Land Security," states "and for
the further benefit of the public, when there shall be emitted and
continued at interest One hundred and fifty thousand pounds we
give out of the net profits of this partnership the sums following,
viz.
"Two hundred pounds per annum to be paid to the treasurer of
Harvard College in Cambridge for the following use, viz.
"Forty pounds per annum for a professor of Physicke and anat-
omy residing there, providing he read a lecture once a month, on
that subject."'
This very constructive project met with little success, for over
sixty-eight years were to elapse before the Harvard Medical School
was established.
The next attempt to establish a school by private endowment
was initiated on July 7, 1739. The benefactor in this case was a
high-minded merchant of Worcester, John Chandler, who expressed
his interest in establishing a professorship in medicine if the Massa-
chusetts Courts would grant the lands. The court ordered that "A
committee treat with said gentleman and report what may be done
to encourage his good scheme,"2 but like so many of the other offers
it failed to materialize, and there is no further court record of the
incident.
Although there was no formal education in the colonies until
1782, several M.D. degrees were conferred prior to that date. The
first, in 1664, was granted by the Rhode Island General Assembly
in an effort to reward the diligence of one of the state's most out-
standing practitioners. The Assembly decreed: "Whereas the court
have taken notice of the great blessing of God on the good endeav-
ors of Captain John Cranston of Newport, both in physicke and chir-
gery, to the great comfort of such as have had occasion to prove his
skill and practice. The court doth hereby unanimously enacte and
declare that the said Captain John Cranston is lycensed and com-
misioned to administer physicke and practice churgery throughout
1 Colonial Currency Reprints, Prince Society Publ., 1, pp. 329-30.
2 Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., XIX, p. 250.
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the whole colony and is by this court styled Doctor of phissick &
Churrurgery by the authority of this colony."' This was more than
a license, it was an actual M.D. degree, and it had the distinction
of being the first conferred in the Colonies. The validity of the
degree may be affirmed if the General Assembly is recognized as
possessing the power to authorize an institution to confer a degree,
for then it would seem logical that the Assembly had power to con-
fer its own degrees prior to the establishment of any university.
A degree of even more dubious validity was bestowed upon
Daniel Turner by Yale College in 1723, following a request for it.
The request was accompanied by a gift of books which he sent to
the college authorities. Daniel Turner, an English physician and
the author of numerous medical books, was anxious to sever his
ties with the Barber-Surgeon Company which directed the activities
of the London surgeons. Upon breaking connection with the com-
pany, he desired recognition and membership in the Royal College
of Physicians. He soon gained entrance into this exclusive cor-
poration, but the fact that he possessed no degree made him the
target for many derisive remarks. In an effort to alleviate this
situation and avoid the unethical procedure of purchasing a degree
from a Scottish University, he followed the advice of his acquain-
tance, Mr. Dummer, agent for the Colony of Connecticut in Lon-
don. Mr. Dummer, knowing that the young university in New
Haven needed books, suggested that perhaps, upon receipt of a
consignment of books, the school might confer an honorary degree
upon him. He thought that an honorary degree conferred in a
dignified manner would carry more distinction than one directly
purchased from a Scottish medical school. Turner followed Dum-
mer's advice and sent the following letter to New Haven.2
To the truly cultured gentlemen, the President and College of the
Academy of Yale in the colony of Connecticut in the province of New
England, Daniel Turner, licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians of
London, gives greeting.
Most learned Sirs:
I have recently received a letter from your friend, who deserves exceeding
well of you, Mr. Jeremiah Dummer, in which he gave me an account of
1 Rhode Island Colonial Rec., III, p. 33.
2 john E. Lane: Daniel Turner and the first degree of Doctor of Medicine,
Ann. Med. Hist., II, pp. 367-80.
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your academy, founded not many years ago by Mr. Yale. I am indeed glad
to hear that good literature and the liberal arts and sciences are flourishing
amongst you where for almost the lapse of a century they have lain hidden,
or rather in their place have reigned crude indifference and ignorance. But
the good gentleman complained to me of the still infantile state of your
library and along with some other professors of medicine and also of natural
philosophy, persuasively urged me to contribute my help to this object: there-
fore in order, as far as in me lies, to adorn the Republic of Letters wherever
established, I am sending to you, most honoured sirs, some books long since
published by myself, along with the System of the Art of Surgery in two
volumes, just off the press: in addition to these I have robbed my own library
of a book very valuable beyond all others and now, as I know, not procurable
elsewhere, the Great Anatomy of our Cowper, that with it I might adorn
yours. Receive them I beg of you as a testimony of my friendship for your
university and believe the donor to be ever, as far as lies in his power, most
illustrious sirs,
Your sincere friend,
D. Turner.
Postscript.
If your worships consider me worthy of the doctoral degree of Yale
Academy and have the diploma sent to me, I shall receive it not only as a
sign of your gratitude, but I shall consider it an honour as much as though
it had been conferred by another university, though of greater note.
Farewell most learned sirs
and may your academy flourish.
London, Sept. 24, 1722.
At the Museum in
Devonshire Square outside the
Episcopal gate in the district
commonly called
Bishopsgate without.
There was little hesitancy on the part of the college officials to
accept the books and at the following commencement on September
11, 1723, the honorary degree of Doctor of Medicine was conferred
upon Daniel Turner. It is pointed out by Dr. Lane that the M.D.
was interpreted as meaning multumdonavit, and it was never recog-
nized by the Royal College of Physicians. It was unfortunate for
both Turner and Yale, for recognition might have added to Yale's
prestige and perhaps stimulated the establishment of a medical
school in New Haven long before 1813.
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III. THE COLONIAL DOCTOR AT WORK
I find the medicine worse than the malady.
-John Fletcher
Love's Cure,
Act III, Sc. 2.
Having considered the type of education available to the New
England physician, let us now turn to the doctor in relation to the
actual practice of medicine. In what way did he adapt himself
to his provincial environment? This may be ascertained through
an account of the state of medicine in seventeenth-century America,
a brief survey of the diseases he was required to treat, and a short
description of the doctor and the methods he used in the treatment
of the sick.
At the outset it should be noted that the very character of
medicine in seventeenth-century New England differed not only
from our own standards but also from the contemporary European
conceptions. The governing factor in this regard was the nature
of the New England countryside with its great potentialities for
trade and agriculture and only a small populace to develop them.
Manpower was in continual demand throughout the period. Only
the most basic endeavors were afforded time for development. Sci-
entific research was not classified in this category-medicine for
medicine's sake alone was non-existent in the early colonial period.
The most striking aspect of the first century of American medi-
cine, as compared to European, was its close tie with the Puritan
church. Not only were many of the ministers physicians, but the
whole philosophy of medicine was closely connected with reli-
gious doctrines. The colonists accepted the theologians' idea that
sickness was but one manifestation of God's wrath. Cotton Mather
in his discourse on The Great Physician states, "our moral distem-
pers are the cause of our natural ones."' In a sermon by James
Allin this same idea is repeated. He stressed sin as the cause of
disease, explaining that "God has delivered us from that more
immediate judgement, the small-pox, that came with the commission
of God to destroy, now that you are delivered .., don't put your-
selves in a fool's paradise. You that continue with your sins have
1 Cotton Mather: The Great Physician, Inviting them that are sensible of their
Internal Maladies to repair unto him for his Heavenly Remedies. (Boston, 1700)
p. 6.
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reason to be afraid that greater Judgement is nearer."' It was
felt that in order to become well, it was necessary for God to inter-
cede. Thus, both the cause and the cure were in part withdrawn
from the power of men. The very fact that the doctors admitted
the efficacy of God's miraculous providence prevented any objective
observation into the true cause of disease.
Nevertheless, it was believed that under normal conditions a
cure could be effected with the proper treatment, either through
phlebotomy or by the use of herbs. In an effort to secure this cure
the colonial practitioner was obliged to adapt European theories
and native Indian remedies to his own standards for use in the
treatment of his patients. The knowledge possessed by the Indians
concerning plants and their therapeutic uses was superficial. The
popular impression regarding the medical skill of the Indian doc-
tor in this respect is erroneous.2 Generally, there was a striking
similarity between the medicine brought over from the continent
and the medicine practiced by the American Indian. This seems
to demonstrate that, as in religion, there is a basic primitive element
in medicine. With the growth of research abroad this similarity
wanes, but during the seventeenth century the difference between
the two is only in degree. Blood-letting, for example, a standard
Galenic procedure for the removal of evil humours, was used by the
Indians to let the "bad blood" out of the body, for it was thought
to produce physical weakness, sin, and impertinence.3 Likewise,
the theory of signatures-the curing by likes-is a part of the med-
ical theory of many tribes of American Indians. The native Amer-
ican medicine was not, therefore, in conflict with the technique
introduced by the first practitioners. Instead, there was a favorable
exchange of ideas, a factor which obscures the derivation of many of
the colonial remedies.
Let us turn to a survey of the actual state of public health in
early New England and the prevalent maladies which affected it.
It was on November 11, 1620, that the Mayflower, 67 days out
from Plymouth, England, anchored in Cape Cod harbor with 102
passengers aboard. The voyage of this ship was truly remarkable,
l James Allin: Serious Advice to Delivered Ones from Sickness or any other
danger threatening death. (Boston, 1679) p. 27.
2 Charles Whitebread, Proc. U. S. National Museum, vol. 67.
3W. Krickeberg: Blood-letting and Bloody Castigation Among the American
Indians, Ciba Symposia, April, 1939.
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for "in all this voyage there died but one of the passengers, which
was William Button, a youth." This record appears more excep-
tional upon consideration of the fact that there were three successful
deliveries en route. This good fortune, however, was short-
lived, for scarcely had the Mayflower anchored before death and
sickness began to devastate the colonists. In the words of Brad-
ford: "But that which was most sadd and lamentable was, that
in* 2 * or* 3 * moneths time halfe their company dyed, espetialy in
Jan: and February, being the depth of winter and wanting houses
and other comforts; being infected with the scurvie and other dis-
eases, which this long voiage and their inacomodate condition had
brought upon them; so as ther dyed some times . 2 . or . 3 * of a
day, in the aforesaid time; ... scarce . 50 * remained. And of these
in the time of most distres ther was but * 6 * or. 7 * sound persons."'
Although it is difficult to ascertain the exact nature of this ill-
ness, it seems quite evident that it was due to the conditioning factor
of the ocean voyage and not to some infectious disease carried over
from Europe, for it was only after landing that any sickness broke
out. The Pilgrims waited until December 21st before putting to
shore and they were faced with a typically severe New England
winter. Being insufficiently provisioned, their resistance was greatly
lowered and their susceptibility to illness correspondingly increased.
The speed with which the men and women alike were afflicted
seems to indicate that the disease was of a highly contagious nature.
Perhaps it was the same disease which is recorded in Captain Der-
mer's letter to Samuel Purchas, December 27, 1619.2 Dermer
writes "I passed along the coast where I found some ancient
[Indian] plantations, not long since populous, now utterly void; in
other places a remnant remains, but not free of sickness. Their
disease is the plague for we might perceive the sore of some that
had escaped, who described the spots of such as usually die." From
this evidence and from the writings of Bradford and Winslow, Har-
rington concludes' that the disease causing the most deaths was
small pox, typhus fever, or a virulent form of typhoid.
Disease together with exposure and a lack of nourishment led
1William Bradford: History of Plymouth Plantation, 1620-1647, (Ford Edi-
tion, Boston, 1912) p. 194.
2 Purchas's Pilgrims, London, 1625.
8 Thomas Harrington: Dr. Fuller of the Mayflower, the Pioneer Physician,
Johns Hopkins Hosp. Bull., 1903, XIV, 261.
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to a mortality of over half their number during the first winter.
Yet in each succeeding year the health of the colony consistently
improved. Thus, William Wood reported in his New Englanids
Prospect that "To my knowledge I never knew any who had the
Poxe, Measels, Green-sickness, Headaches, Stone, or consumption
etc... Some that were long troubled with lingering diseases as
Coughs of the lungs, Consumption, have been restored by the med-
icineable climate to their former strength and health ... I dare con-
fidently say it, out of that town from whence I came, in three
years and a half, there died but three, one of which was crazed
before he came into the land, the other two children born at one
birth, before their time."' This description is indeed unique for
there are very few statements regarding the prevailing good health
of the Colonies.
In any case, a devastating epidemic was soon to ravage the early
Colonies of Massachusetts. It was in the spring of 1633 that Brad-
ford saw "A quantitie of a great sort of flies, like (for bigness) to
wasps or bumble bees which came out of holes in the ground; and
replenished all the woods, and ate the green things, and made
such a constant yelling noise as made the woods ring of them, and
ready to deaf the hearers."2 This is the first experience that the
Pilgrims had with the seventeen-year locust. Their arrival was
deemed an omen of pestilence by the Indians and the results soon
substantiated their superstition. That summer the Cdlony was
plagued by an epidemic of small pox "of which many fell very sicke,
and upward of . 20. persons dyed, men and women, besides chil-
dren."3 In the following year, 1634, the Connecticut Indians were
afflicted. Again Bradford tells us that in the spring they "fell
sick of the small poxe, and dyed most miserably; for a sorer disease
cannot befall them; they fear it more then the plague; for usualy
they that have this disease have them in abundance, and for wante
of bedding and linning and other helps, they fall into a lamentable
condition, as they lye on their hard matts, the poxe breaking and
mattering, and runing one into another, their skin cleaving (byreason
thereof) to the matts they lye on; when they turne them, a whole
side will flea of at once, (as it were,) and they will be all of a
1 William Wood: New England's Prospect, (London, 1635) p. 10.
2 William Bradford: Manuscript records quoted in Goodwin's Our Pilgrim
Republic, p. 377.
3William Bradford: History of Plymouth Plantation, p. 171.
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gore blood, most fearfull to behold; and then being very sore,
what with could and other distempers, they dye like rotten sheep."'
The disease swept through the Colonies destroying whole villages
of Indians and killing many of the white settlers. It finally died
down and for about thirty years the small-pox was quite inactive.
The next epidemic to devastate New England is reported by
Noah Webster in his History of Epidemic and Pestilential Diseases,
and is thus described: "In 1647 an epidemic sickness passed through
the whole country, affecting the colonists and the natives, English,
French and Dutch. It began with a cold and in many accom-
panied with a light fever. Such as bled or used cooling drinks
died-such as made use of cordials and more strengthening things,
recovered for the most part. It extended through the plantations
in America, and in the West-Indies. There died in Barbadoes and
St. Kitts, 5 or 6000 each."2
In that same year John Winthrop in his History of New Eng-
land records the first appearance of yellow fever in New England.
He writes that there was "a great mortality in the Barbados
(whether it was the plague or pestilent fever, it killed in three
days). The report of this coming to us, by a vessel which came
from Fayal, the court published an order, that all vessels which
should come from the West Indies, should stay at the castle, and not
come on shore, nor put any goods on shore, without license, on pain
of 100 pounds fine."3 This was the first quarantine regulation
known to have been made in this country.
In March, 1663, the General Assembly of Connecticut issued
a similar order aimed at the exclusion of infection from New York.
It read: "This court understanding that the hand of God is gone
against the people at New Netherlands, by pestilential infections, do
therefore prohibit all persons coming from any of those infectious
places into this colony."'4 The general problem of maritime quar-
antine was referred to the local authorities by a court decree issued
three years later. The laws, however, were made more stringent
1 William Bradford: History of Plymouth Plantation, pp. 193-94.
2 Noah Webster: A Brief History of Epidemic and Pestilential Diseases; with
the Principal Phenomena of the Physical World, which Precede and Accompany
Them, and Observations Deduced from the Facts Stated, (Hartford, 1799) II,
p. 188.
3 John Winthrop: The History of New England, (Boston, 1825) II, p. 312.
4 Colonial Records of Connecticut, 1636-1665, (Hartford, 1850) p. 398.
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with the passing of years in an effort to prevent the spread of new
epidemics.
Disease, unaware of this restrictive legislation, flourished in
the New England Colonies. There was a small-pox epidemic in
Boston in 1666 and another in 1677, during which fast-days were
held to avert the ravages of the visitation.' November 21, 1677,
therefore, was a most opportune time for the appearance of the
first medical publication on the North American continent. It is
A Brief Rule To guide the Common People of New-England How
to order themselves and theirs in the Small Pocks, or Measels. This
broadside was written by Thomas Thacher, a clergyman who prac-
ticed medicine in Boston. It included a description of the diseases,
several paragraphs on their treatment, and closed with a summary of
their symptoms. This publication, however, was not a panacea, for
in the following year Boston sustained the worst small-pox epidemic
of the century. Cotton Mather, in a letter to John Cotton, des-
cribed the effects of the disease. He writes that "Never before
was there such a time in Boston, Boston burying places never filled
so fast.... To have coffins crossing each other as they have been
carried in the street; To have, I know not how many corpses fol-
lowingeach other at their heels; to have 38 die in a week. Yet thus
hath it lately been; and thus it is at this day. Above 340 have died
of the small-pox in Boston since it first assaulted this place."2
In addition to the two highly contagious diseases, small-pox and
yellow fever, the colonist was exposed to typhus fever, spotted
fever (cerebrospinal meningitis), the Bloody-Flux (dysentery),
dropsie, and sciatica, all of which John Josselyn termed "the killing
diseases in New England."3 He likewise mentions Quinsies,
Impostumations of the almonds (abscess of the tonsils), Great dis-
tempers of cold (Catarrhal influenza), Pleurisies, palsies (paraly-
sis), and the gout as common diseases, although of a less fatal
nature.4 Among the other complaints a doctor was required to
IW. D. Love: The Fast and Thanksgiving Days of New England, p. 186.
2Letters of Cotton Mather to John Cotton, November, 1678. Mass. Hist. Soc.
Coll., series 4, VIII, pp. 383-84.
3John Josselyn: New England Rarities Discovered, (London, 1672). Published
in the Trans. & Coll. Am. Antiq. Soc., (1860) IV, p. 199.
4 The modern names for these diseases have been taken from an analytical work
on the medical references in John Josselyn's Two Voyages to New England (Lon-
don, 1672) by Harvey W. Felter, titled "The Genesis of the American 'Materia
Medica'," Bull. Lloyd Library, Cincinnati, (1927) Bull. 26, series 8, pp. 16, 41.
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treat were the every-day muscular aches, head colds, stomach dis-
orders, and injuries, such as are contracted by the members of any
normal community.
In all, the task that faced the doctor assumed considerable pro-
portions, and it was one for which he was generally unprepared,
although not much less prepared than his English contemporaries.
The earliest practitioners, ignorant of Indian folk-lore, relied upon
their European training, their common sense, and, most of all, on
their Puritan faith.
What, then, were the prevailing therapies in the Colonies and
who administered them? American medical practice with its meager
endowments began with the arrival at Plymouth of New England's
first doctor, Samuel Fuller, who, prior to the embarkation of the
Pilgrims, was a deacon in John Robinson's church in Leyden.
Although the details of his medical education are doubtful, it is
known that through his contact with the university at Leyden he
was afforded an opportunity to study the classical medical authori-
ties and familiarize himself with the common medical practices.
This was, in fact, a general procedure, for the Puritan clergy real-
ized the necessity of understanding medicine in anticipation of the
day when religious intolerance would drive them from their native
land and force them to rely completely upon their own resources.
From contemporary records it seems that Fuller, a highly
esteemed member of his community, capably executed his duties
against overwhelming odds. Although he left no record of the
type of treatment administered at Plymouth, he did note his prac-
tices in the neighboring communities. In June, 1630, he writes,
"I have been at Matapan [now Dorchester] ... and let some twenty
of these people blood."'1 Again in August, 1630, while at Charles-
town he notes, "There is come hither a ship (with cattle and more
passengers) on Saturday last which brings news out of England;
that the plague is sore both in city and country-the sad news here
is that many are sick and many are dead-I here but lose time and
long to be at home. I can do them no good, for I want drugs and
things fitting to work with."'1 This record shows that Fuller
embodied the true spirit of medicine, the desire to help his fellow
man, but was handicapped by a lack of materials. It is interesting
1 "Governor Bradford's Letter Book", Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., series 1 (1810),
III, p. 74.
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to note that he realized that some cure other than bleeding should
be administered when the diagnosis indicated that the disease was of
an infectious nature.
In the summer of 1633 Fuller extended every effort to relieve
those colonists who fell victim to the first small pox epidemic, but as
winter drew near he likewise succumbed. Bradford says that he
died "in the end (after he had much helped others) ... a man
godly, and forward to do a good, being much missed after his
death."'
The passing of Fuller in 1633 did not leave the colonists with-
out any physician. The Massachusetts Bay Company, realizing the
importance of medical care, provided for a regularly appointed sur-
geon to accompany the first groups of settlers. The Court of Assist-
ants in London on March 5, 1629, states that a proposition to hire a
physician for the colony was concluded. Mr. John Pratt, an able
man, was secured and it was provided that he receive £40, of which
25" was for his chest and the rest for his own salary if he remained
for at least three years. The company assumed the charge of trans-
porting his family, of building a house for him, and of alloting him
a 100-acre tract ofground. He was to be assisted by "Robert Mor-
ley, servant to Mr. Andrew Matthews late Barber-Surgeon, to serve
the company in New England for three years."2
The position of the barber-surgeon in the Colonies deserves
mention at this point. The institution known as the Guild of Bar-
ber-Surgeons was a thriving organization in London during the
seventeenth century, and it was not disbanded until 1745.3 During
the seventeenth century the more mundane aspects of medicine were
considered beneath the level of the physician, whose services were of
a more intellectual nature. The bifurcated character of the pro-
fession of barber-surgeon led to its early extinction in New England.
The settler probably felt very capable of shaving himself in prefer-
ence to seeking a surgeon to do it. This fact coupled with the
dearth of physicians led the barber to put away his razor and hone,
and act solely in a medical capacity.4
1 William Bradford: History of Plymouth Plantation, p. 171.
2 Records of the Governor and Company of the Massachusetts Bay in New
England 1628-1641, edited by N. Shutleff, (Boston, 1853) I, p. 29. Also quoted
in J. B. Felt: Annals of Salem, p. 62.
3 Fielding Garrison: An Introduction to the History of Medicine, p. 394.
4 Edward Eggleston: The Transit of Civilization, p. 75.
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The first barber-surgeon to serve in the Colonies was Giles
Heale, a surgeon to the crew aboard the Mayflower. He remained
only a few months, for the English law required that a doctor be
part of the ship's company on vessels making the voyage "beyond
seas." Since he was a member of the Guild of Barber-Surgeons he
should be considered the first licensed practitioner to serve in Massa-
chusetts.' Another member of this bilateral profession was Wil-
liam Dinely who, as was then customary, combined the art of
extracting teeth with his vocation. In the winter of 1638 he was
called to Roxbury to pull a tooth, but while en route from Boston,
he was caught in a violent snow storm, lost his way, and died in
the snow. His son, born shortly after this event, was baptized
"Fathergone," in memory of his father's supreme sacrifice.2 In
addition to Robert Morley, Pratt's assistant, I find no other refer-
ence to the barber-surgeon, for colonial society permitted anyone
with a smattering of medicine to brevet himself a physician. A
thriving English institution had perished in transit.
During these early years John Pratt of Salem was the only
well-qualified doctor available. In 1637 he moved to Hartford
but, unable to maintain himself there, left for the continent in 1644
and was lost in a shipwreck off the coast of Spain.' Governor Win-
throp states that he died at the age of sixty, an experienced surgeon
with a good practice. He was, however, discontented because his
employment was not as profitable as he desired, and he constantly
feared the prospect of want in his old age.4 In contrast to the
English physician the colonial doctor was forced to rely on a more
remunerative occupation to provide himself with an adequate
income.
After Pratt's departure, the colonies were not without medical
attention, for the rapid expansion of population was accompanied
by the arrival of several physicians. Whereas many of these men
1 Charles E. Banks: "William Mullins and Giles Heale," Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc.,
LX, p. 144. Giles Heale was not listed by Bradford as a passenger or crew member
of the Mayflower. Banks proves his presence in the Colonies by comparing his
signature affixed to the will of William Mullins on February 21, 1621, in Plymouth,
Mass., and the signature of the will of Giles Heale, chirurgeon, of Drury Lane,
1652.
2 Samuel Green: History of Medicine in Massachusetts, p. 43.
3 Frank Holmes: Directory of the Ancestral Heads of the New England Families,
p. 193.
4 John Winthrop: History of New England, II, p. 239.
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were figures of purely local significance, the Winthrops established
themselves as the outstanding personalities of the century. This
family acted as the medical and political advisors to their fellow
citizen5 for over three successive generations. That the elder Win-
throp, Governor of Massachusetts, was very interested in medicine
is noted by Cotton Mather, who praises him as a "Helpe for our
Bodies by Physick, for our Estates by Law." His scientific accom-
plishments were, however, edipsed by those of his son, John Jr.,
Connecticut's first physician. John Winthrop Jr. was born in Gro-
ton Manor, England, on February 12, 1606. He received a liberal
arts education at Trinity College, Dublin, and upon the comple-
tion of his university work he entered the Royal Naval Service,
which afforded him an opportunity to travel to Holland, France,
Venice, and far off Constantinople. He came to New England
with his father's family, November 4, 1631, and although he was
only twenty years old he was elected a magistrate of the colony
which his father now governed. This early advancement marks
the first step in a political career which was culminated by an eight-
een-year tenure as Governor of Connecticut.'
Coincident with this political development was the growth of
his keen interest in science and medicine which, in 1662, resulted in
his election to the Royal Society.
Since both father and son rendered medical advice, it is difficult
to determine which was the recipient of an interesting letter
addressed to "Mr. Winthrop" from Dr. Ed. Stafford of London
in the spring of 1643.2 This document is significant in the history
of New England colonial medicine for it represents the first stand-
ard text which could be referred to for specific ailments. It also
demonstrates that the responsibility for the general health of the
Colony was often assumed by its political leader.
The diseases prescribed for in this letter are "plague, small-pox,
fevers, falling sickness, Jaundice, and the bloody flux; with such
injuries as broken bones, dislocations, sore brests, and burning with
gunpowder." The remedies recommended may be divided into
three classes: simples, such as St. John's Wort, Clown's all-heal,
I Walter R. Steiner: "First Physicians in America", Johns Hopkins Hosp. Bull.,
1903, XIV, 294.
2 The letter was found among the Winthrop papers and published in the Mass.
Hist. Soc. Proc., 1826, 379-83, with critical comments by Oliver Wendell Holmes.
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parsley, and maidenhair; mineral drugs, such as saltpeter, lime, and
sulphuret of antimony; and lasdy, the mystical, a substance which
Stafford calls "My Black powder against the plague, small-pox;
purple all sorts of feavers; Poyson either by way of prevention or
after, Infection." The recipe is quite startling. It advises "That
in the moneth of March take Toades, as many as you will, alive;
put them into an earthen pott, so it will be halfe full; Cover it
with broad tyle or Iron plate; Then overwhelme the pott, so that
the bottome may be uppermost; putt charcoales round about it, and
in the open ayre, not in the house, sett it in fire, and let it burn out
and extinguish itself." When this preliminary work is completed,
and the toads cool, they should be ground until they form a fine
blackpowderwhich wasadministered indrachm doses and the patient
was permitted to "sweat upon it in their beds." Toads were used
here because they were thought to be poisonous, and all poison drew
poison to itself. The value of this animal was further enhanced
by the fact that it possessed warts, an indication, according to the
theory of signatures, that they were to be used against eruptions.
Some of the remedies suggested by Dr. Stafford show a curious
similarity to the treatment used by the native Indians, as reported
by John Josselyn.' For example, Stafford writes, for "the pain in
the breast, wear a wilde cat's skin on the place grieved." Josselyn
states, "A black wolf's skin is worth a beaver skin among the
Indians; being highly esteemed for helping aches in old people;
when worn as a coat." Their grease is sovereign for all manner
of aches and shrunk sinews. Likewise, both recommend Clown's
Wort, for the treatment of any grievous wound, and hemlock to
"allay the hot rage of fevers." Stafford, upon conduding his direc-
tions for specific ailments, continues his letter in a more general vein.
Under the topic "Cautions in Physick" he recommends: "1. That
you doe not let Blood, but in a pleurise or Contusion, and that
necessitated. 2. That in the beginning of all Feavers you fast 2 or
3 days from meate and drink. 3. That you purge to follow
Nature and not contrarie her: as if the partie vomit, you purge by
vomit: if the partie be loose, you purge downwards: if the partie
bleed at the nose, you draw blood."
Though this treatment seems crude in the light of present-day
practice, it must be remembered that the knowledge derived from
1 John Josselyn: New England Rarities Discovered, (London, 1672) p. 16.
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this letter was as good as could be obtained at the time. This is
evidenced by Dr. Holmes's research into the source of the material
in Stafford's letter.' He traced a majority of the prescriptions to
a "Herball" of John Gerard first published in 1597. This book
was the most popular of the British herbals, and its contents must
represent some of the more common practices in seventeenth-cen-
tury England.
The fact that the letter was a reply to an apparent request for
simple directions for curing the ill may be conjectured from the last
paragraph. Here Stafford presents a discourse on medical ethics.
It is perhaps the most noteworthy section of the entire letter because
it is still valid and may well be applied to present-day practice. It
is marked "Note Bene" and in it Stafford echoes the Hippocratic
spirit when he states: "No man can with a good Conscience take a
fee or reward before the partie receive benefit apparent... A man
is not to neglect that partie to whom he hath once ministered, but
to visit him once a day, and to medle with no more than he can well
attend. In so doing he shall discharge a good Conscience before
God and Man."
Due to the fact that he possessed such good advice, numerous
prescriptions, and information obtained through years of leisurely
reading the classic medical authorities, coupled with his "willing-
ness to give advice free of charge,"2 John Winthrop Jr. was often
consulted in medical matters. Although some of his patients lived
as far south as the Island of Barbados, the majority of his practice
centered in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island. The
poor transportation facilities in this far-flung territory made per-
sonal visits very difficult and necessitated the use of letters, both to
communicate the symptoms and to prescribe the treatment. The
fact that Winthrop's personal inspection was very hiah1y regarded
may be seen in Cotton Mather's comment, ". . . where-ever he
came, still the diseased flocked about him, as if the healing angel
of Bethesda had appeared in the place."'
The records of his correspondence show that he was in communi-
cation with many noted people who frequently sought medical aid.
1 Oliver Wendell Holmes: Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., (1862), XVIII, p. 379.
2 Thomas F. Walters: "John Winthrop Jr.", Publ. Ipswich Hist. Soc., (1899),
VII, p. 47.
3Cotton Mather, Magnalia, (Hartford, 1855), I, p. 1 59.
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A few of the prominent men whose names appear on his list of
patients are John Mason, Edward Hopkins, William Leete, John
Haynes, Roger Williams, and John Davenport.
Of these men, John Davenport appears to have required
Winthrop's services most. To illustrate the type of letters which
Winthrop received, a single case has been chosen from his corre-
spondence with Davenport. It appears that the pastor was very
worried about an eye condition which incapacitated Brother Herry-
man, and he wrote much to Winthrop about it. He states that the
medicines he received helped some "for it opened the liddes grad-
ually little by little, and gave him ease. But, upon the opening of
his eyeliddes, they find that in the eye, where the sight was, is a
mattery substance which brother Peck thinckes flowed out of it (per-
adventure it is the chrystaline humor); he saith it is ragged, or like
white raggs undissolved, which yet he thinckes may be easily dis-
solved; and from the ball of the eye groweth a carnous substance,
which covereth the neather eye lid all over, and at the end of it, in
the corner of the eye, by his nose, is a tumor of a pretty bignes.
Hereby, his eye seems to be as 2 eyes, to them that looketh upon it;
yet sister Herryman saith she can see his eye under that excrescence.
The excrescence is red, & so is the eye. On the 5th day last he tooke
the powder, which worked very well, but most upwards, which sister
thinckes increased the swelling about his eye. Brother Peck thinckes
that his eye hath no sense [in] it, nor can they yet say whether the
sight is wholly lost, or not, till that white mattery substance be taken
away which is before it."' Brother Herryman's condition evidently
cleared up and he was soon back at work, for in Davenport's next
letter he states: "Sir, I am ashamed to send this letter thus blurred
and blotted, but I have not time to wright another, brother Herry-
man, the bearer, being to go early in the morning."2
There are many such letters extant indicating the success and the
extent of Winthrop's practice. A topic of special interest in this
discussion is his cure-all drug, known as Rubila. Dr. Holmes deci-
phered the prescription which called for "Four grains of diaphoretic
antimony with twenty grains of nitre, with a little salt of tin, making
rubila."3 The formula was retained as a family secret for three
1 Mass. Hist. Coll., series 4, VII, p. 491.
2 Mass. Hist. Coll., series 4, VII, p. 494.
3 Oliver Wendell Holmes, Medical Profession in Massachusetts, p. 276.
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generations, and the tributes it received are numerous. Deacon
Childs of Watertown writes, "my wife would entreate you send to
her a parcell of your physick, divided into portions for young and
ould. She has many occasions to make use thereof to the help of
many." The following year he writes again stating that his wife is
critically ill and "often wisheth she had a ption of yor physick by
wch she and others have found good. Is psuaded should doe again
had she off it."' Roger Williams writes that he suffered from a
cold and fever, and he asks that the powder may be sent with direc-
tions. He adds, "I have books that prescribe powders but yours is
probatum in this Country."2 In 1660 John Davenport relates the
fact that New Haven is suffering from a great deal of sickness:
"Some have greate paine in theyre heades and stomacks, some,
violent evacuations upward and downward, some burning etc. My
wife also, having spent your supply is destitute of Rubila, which
some have desired but returned empty."3 As late as 1682 in the
correspondence between Wait Winthrop and his brother Fitz-John
mention is made of Rubila and its remarkable curative power. In
the words of Wait Winthrop, "Remember that Rubila be taken at
the beginning of any illness.'-'
The use of an antimony preparation by Winthrop for a cure-all
was a carry-over from an old European remedy. As far back as
Basil Valentine and Paracelsus, antimonial preparations were in
great vogue for ridding the body of the morbid substances which
were thought to cause disease. A method of using this emetic is
described in a book printed in London in 1634, and written by
John Evans, Minister and Preacher of God's Word, The Universal
Medicine: or the Virtues of the Antimoniall Cup, "Collected out of
the Experiments, and Observations of the most famous, learned, and
best approved Philosophers, and Physicians."5 The book is very
enthusiastic in praise of the cup which consisted of an alloy of tin
and antimony. Wine placed within the cup and gently heated would
become slightly impregnated, the tartar of wine acting on the film
of the oxide of antimony, which formed the inner surface of the cup,
making a sort of a tartar emetic. Evans, a maker and seller of
1 Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., series 5, I, p. 167.
2Ibid., series 3, IX, p. 268.
3 Ibid., series 4, VII, p. 316.
4 Ibid., series 5, VIII, p. 429.
5 Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., LX, pp. 150-60.
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antimonial cups, naturally had a wish to extend his market and that
wish explains his book. He notes in his preface, "What the Lord
has sanctified, and communicated for the health of many, ought not
be concealed for the envie and displeasure of a few: . . . To you
therefore belongeth the medicinal Gem ... accept then this excellent
Jewel as a singular gift of God."
The first record of the cup in the Colonies is found in a letter
dated March 15, 1637, from Matthew Craddock, Governor of the
London Company, to John Winthrop Sr., in which he states "I
have sent you an Antimonial Cup."' That it was still in use as late
as 1680 is evidenced by the fact that a cup valued at five shillings
was in the effects of Dr. Samuel Seabury of Duxbury. Inasmuch
as wine was used in the antimonial cup, presumably as a solvent for
the antimony of which the cup was made, the question has been
asked whether the cup was merely an excuse for the use of hard
drinking or whether it had real medicinal virtue. The former pos-
sibility undoubtedly arose in the minds of the local legislators of
Duxbury who, in 1678, granted Dr. Seabury a license "to sell liquor
unto such sober minded neighbors, as he shall think meet, so as he
sell not less than a gallon at a time to one person, and not in smaller
quantities by retail to the occasioning of drunkeness."2
After examining a list of the remedies accredited to the cup it
appears that there was nothing it could not effectively benefit. The
following are a few of its virtues:
1. It keepeth the body from repletion and fulness of humours.
2. It helpeth all evil effects of the stomach.
3. It cureth all intermitting agues and burning fevers.
4. It helpeth the swimming in the head, Madness and Frenzie.
5. It cureth the greensickness, and helpeth all obstructions.
6. It prevents the Stone, the Gout, and Sciatica, and all other
aches.
7. It is good against all contagious and infectious diseases.
8. It cureth worms and maketh complexion faire.
9. It emptieth the stomach of ill humours: the Liver of Choler:
the spleen of meloncholy: the pectoral parts of hurtfull
humours: The head and throat of flegme and rheume, and
all distillations.
'Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., (1927), LX, p. 150.
2 Winsor: History of Duxbury, pp. 47, 65.
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10. It cureth wounds and stoppeth blood.
11. It cleanseth, and healeth ulcerous sores and fistulaes.
12. It consumeth rotten and putrified dead flesh.
13. It purifieth the sight.'
It is difficult to determine to what extent the cup was used in the
Colonies, but the use of antimony, its main constituent, is attested to
by the wide circulation of Winthrop's drug Rubila, which had a
similar composition.
Great faith was placed in such "cure-all" drugs, for if the doctor
was fortunate enough to find a few remedies which did not seriously
imperil the lives of his patients he usually adopted them as a stand-
ard, and consistently used them in all of his cases. This is demon-
strated not only by use made of Rubila and the Antimony Cup, but
also by several court records which give an account of the medicines
employed by the prosecuting physicians. One instance in the Essex
County Court Papers describes the case of "John Barton [of Salem]
chirurgeon, vs. Captain Nicholas Manning," for non-payment
according to agreement at two shillings and six pence per head for
all the passengers that came over from England. The following
document was used as evidence on the Doctor's behalf.
Medicines Expended upon A Voyage from Dartmouth to New England in ye Shipe
Hannah & Elizabeth . . .
1679
May 27
Names.
Hen Dawson
Nath Stanbury
June 28 Rich Goarding
July 4 Robt Cann
July 10 Jos Manning
Annisfford
Maladies.
An ItchingHumour
paine in his head
& teeth
Bite wth a Dogg
on ye wrist
A Bruise vpon his
fingersw' a chest
in ye Hold
A Broken shinn
An Extream Cold
Medicines. £ s d
letting a s blood ........... 0 1 0
6 purging pills wth
Resin of Jallup .......... .. 0 2 0
oile of Cloues &
origanu for his teeth . 0 1 0
Oyntments Emplaisters
Balsam for seauen
dayes ............. 0 5 0
Oyntments & Emplais-
ters for seuerall
dayes .. ... ....... 0 2 0
Seuerall Emplaisters . 0 1 0
A Diaphoritick Bolus .... 0 1 0
'Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., LX, p. 154.
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12 Goodwif Martin
Annis Jackson
Rich Goarding
13
14 Margtt Manning
15 ThaKnollman
AnnisJackson
16 Anne Killigroue
17 Annis Jackson
20 .Mary peirce
Nath. Stanbury
21 Ben: Threenedles
mF Tom Towsey
22 Goodwife Hutchins
Naturall Obstruct- Syrup of Saffron 3 iiij
ions & very faint Gascons powder 3s ........ 0 3 6
Stomachacall paines Syrup of Saffron 3 s ........ 0 1 0
A great Cold, swel-] An Oyntment for his
ling ofyeAmig- > throat ... 0 0 6
dalls & a feauer J A sweating Bolus ... 0 1 0
A potion of physicke .. 0 1 6
A Refrigerating pow-
der3f .. 0 1 0
A somniferous Bolus .. 0 1 0
More oyntment .. 0 0 6
A pectoral syrup 3 iiij ..0 1 4
A liquorish sticke .. 0 0 2
A pectorall Refregera-
ting Decoction .. 0 2 0
paine in her head Emplaisters for her
temples ..0 1 0
Blistred hishand Emplaisters & oynt-
& fingers ment ..0 1 0
Costiue body A suppository .. 0 0 6
Costiue body A suppository .. 0 0 6
purging pills 6 .. 0 1 6
purging pills 6 .. 0 2 0
Cutt ffinger Emplaisters ..0 0 6
Bruised flinger Emplaisters Unguents 0 1 0
ARoosty naile in Emplaisters ..0 1 0
his hand
paine in his head
& Swelling of ye
Amigdalls
Tooth ach
23
Goodman Hutchins
29 Stephen Bickford
31 mr. Goarding
margrett Bouy
Much troubl4
A suppository .............. 0 1 0
A sweating Bolus ............ 0 0 6
Blistering Emplaisters ...... 0 1 6
Oile of Cloues .............. 0 0 6
Oile of Cloues .............. 0 0 6
Emplaister for her
temples .............. 0 0 6
e wth A pectoral Syrup .............. 0 1 0
ffemye
Wormes
Broken hands&
fingers
Cutt & Bruise in
her nose & eybrow
purging pills wth
Mercurius dulcis .............. 0 1 0
flower of Brimston .......... 0 1 0
Emplaisters .............. 0 1 0
Emplaisters & Balsams
for 6 dayes ............... 0 6 0
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Aug. 4 Anne Killigroue Histericall vapors Suppository ..................... 0 0 6
A compound Clyster wth
Histericall Carmanitiue
seeds. 0 2 6
A stomachicall Emplaister 0 1 0
8 Joane Brownstist Hystericall fflitts Spiritt of Castar & oile
of Amber seuerall times .. 0 3 0
9 Th6 Knollman A Cold & feauer A Diaphoretic bolus .. 0 1 6
A somniferous Julap .. 0 1 0
10 both ye same againe .. 0 2 6
3 5 0
That I John Barton, chyrurgeon doe owne this to be ye
whole truth as witnesse my hand
J. Barton'
New England Hist. & Geneal. Reg., XXVIII, p. 375.
From this. evidence it would seem that the use of "emplaisters"
proved a reasonably safe procedure, and they were therefore fre-
quently employed for dog bite, a bruised finger, a broken shin, a
pain in the head, a toothache, or a broken hand. Here as in most
instances the doctor favored the use of an external remedy or a well-
established laxative, for not only did they prove less dangerous than
most internal medicamentsbut theyalsogave the patient some visible
proof ofthe fact that he was being treated.
That the laxative was extensively used may be attributed to the
fact that it was believed to be the agent responsible for the evacuation
of the evil humours, and it was upon this theory that most of the
colonial therapy was based. Individual physicians, however, dif-
fered to a great extent as to the proper interpretation of the theory.
Reverend John Saffrin of Rhode Island, for example, believed that
the occurrence of a humour was a function of time. He felt that
every humour reigned for six hours: Blood from nine in the night
until three in the morning, Choler from three until nine in the
morning, melancholy from nine in the morning until three in the
afternoon, and Flegm from three until nine in the evening, thus
completing the cycle. Saffrin also notes that if you fall into disease,
"mark well the hour when it begins; and the humour then reigning,
the better to find the remedy."' In Fuller's Pharmacopoeia, on the
1 Inscribed in an unpublished note-book. A typewritten copy is in the files of
the New York Historical Society Library. The original, written between 1655-
1691, is in the Rhode Island Historical Society.
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other hand, the moon's phases are credited with considerable influ-
ence, and the physician is advised to contemplate the heavens before
prescribing for his patients. A julep "used with benefit against
epilepsy should be given for the prevention of paroxisms near
the lunary period; for these times the brain suffers wonderful
alterations."'
All of these variants of the Galenic theory are merely manifes-
tations of the basic belief in the power of the supernatural, a factor
which was of greater significance among the Puritan Colonials than
among their colleagues abroad. The colonists adapted themselves
to their provincial environment by neglecting many of the strange
cures which were carried over from England and replacing them
with less spectacular, home-made herbal remedies. This replace-
ment process was very slow and was by no means completed by the
end of the seventeenth century.
As we have seen, the key-note of colonial practice was faith. In
some cases the treatment was left entirely in the hands of the
Almighty. Thus, in 1644, John Winthrop reports that "A member
of the church had a child that fell from the gallery in the meeting
house, about eighteen feet high, and broke an arm and shoulder,
and was comitted to the Lord in the prayers of the church . . . and
it pleases the Lord that this child was soon perfectly recovered."2
For the most part, however, therapeutic methods were employed
which either had a negligible effect, or were definitely harmful.
Indeed, it may be said that in spite of the prescriptions the patients
often recovered, for their only salvation was their implicit faith in
God. Sickness was not regarded as an organic function, but rather
a spiritual manifestation of God's wrath.
William Douglass, in a contemporary account of the state of
medicine at the end of the seventeenth century, writes, "When I
first arrived in New England [1715] I asked a noted and facetious
practitioner what was his general method of practice. He told me
his practice was very uniform. Bleeding, vomiting, blistering,
purging, etc. and if the ills continued there was repetendi and finally
murderandi, nature was never to be consulted or have any concern
in this affair."3
1 Thomas Fuller: Pharmacopoeia Extemporanea, (London, 1714) p. 265.
2 John Winthrop: The History of New England, II, p. 203.
3 William Douglass: A Summary, Historical and Political, of the First Planting,
Progressive Improvement and Present State of British Settlements in North America,
(Boston, 1775) II, p. 351.
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Thus, the colonists refused to recognize their most useful rem-
edy, the reparative power of nature. We may well agree with
Holmes in his verdict that were much of the medicine poured into
the ocean it would be better for the patients and worse for the fishes.
[The concluding section of this paper will appear in an early issue.]